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Condé Nast bets on millennials’ digital
engagement preference
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By JEN KING

Media conglomerate Condé Nast is putting additional stock in digital content hubs with
the launch of title offshoots meant to accompany primary print publications.

Condé Nast has recently ramped up its digital properties to cull millennial readership and
to attract advertisers that appeal to the next generation of readers. T he media group’s
millennial-centric developments includes the “Next Gen” campaign and digital
companions for titles such as Architectural Digest, Golf Digest and Bon Appetit
magazines.
"Millennials and Generation Z take a digital-first—and especially mobile-first—approach
to media, so it’s a no-brainer for any legacy company wishing to remain relevant in the
future," said Rachel Saunders, strategy and insights director at Cassandra, New York.
"However, more young people are telling us that they’re turning to analog entertainment to

counter the always on, constantly connected nature of their lives," she said. "In fact, 74
percent of U.S. and 68 percent of U.K. youth told us they enjoy tactile media experiences.
"T hough we don’t anticipate the decline of digital anytime soon, there’s still a market for
physical media like magazines with the right kind of consumer."
Ms. Saunders is not affiliated with Condé Nast, but agreed to comment as an industry
expert. Condé Nast was reached for comment.
Reading the next generation
Back in April, Condé Nast debuted its Next Gen campaign, which was designed to show
that the publisher’s titles lead the conversation online and in print.
T he campaign was created by Condé Nast chief marketing officer Pamela Drucker Mann
and creative group heads Raul Martinez and Alex Grossman.
Condé Nast Next Gen appeared in video, mobile, display and social ad units and was
intended to reflect the publisher’s business strategy to its advertising clients.
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T he push toward digital content hubs stems from the success Condé Nast has seen from
T een Vogue, published quarterly to focus on digital content, and Vanity Fair’s T he Hive,
an online-only news and op-ed platform.
Condé Nast is now expanding its digital content concept to additional print titles within its
stable.

Shelter publication Architectural Digest, for example, has launched Clever, a new site “all
about design advice for real life.” Clever comes from the editors of ArchDigest.com and
takes a more realistic approach to interior design topics.
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T he launch comes shortly after former T een Vogue editor in chief Amy Astley joined the
Architectural Digest team.
In its introduction, Clever explains, candidly, that design is hard and that “the editors of
this site are probably a lot like [the reader]” because the Architectural Digest standard is
aspirational.
T opics covered on Clever will include style hacks and “Pinterest fodder,” before-and-after
renovation content and conservations for real life design testimonials.
A similar site, T he Loop, has been launched to speak to millennial sports enthusiasts. An
adjunct title to Condé Nast’s Golf Digest, T he Loop is a “modern handbook to sports,
entertainment and everything else.”
Over at Condé Nast culinary titles, Bon Appetit and Epicurious, the publisher has
introduced the Basically and Small Plates content sites.
Bon Appetit’s Basically speaks to a millennial-aged audience through recipes and
gastronomy-related content. Basically’s tagline sums up many millennials, saying, “Can’t
cook? No problem.”
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With millennials now starting their own families, Epicurious’ Small Plates is geared
toward a modern audience with children. Real-life content includes recipes, strategies
and thought pieces on family dinners, food allergies and packing school lunches, among
other topics.
A common trait across the four content hubs is a minimalistic design that includes white
spaces, larger text and is heavy on the imagery. Also, the sites do not have much ad space,
besides a top banner unit, opting to rely on sponsored content instead.
All audiences
Condé Nast’s next-gen strategy is also focusing on marginalized audiences.
Last week, the publisher’s incubator announced its first project, a next-generation
community platform geared toward LGBT Q youth.
Launching officially Oct. 26, “them” will celebrate the stories, people and voices that are
emerging and inspire with topics ranging from pop culture and style to politics and news.
All content will be told through the lens of today’s LGBT Q community and will be lead by
Phillip Picardi, digital editorial director of T een Vogue and Allure.
When them launches later this month its first advertising partners will include British
fashion house Burberry, Google, ride-sharing application Lyft and the Gay & Lesbian
Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) (see story).
As Condé Nast continues to develop digital properties, strengthening the relationship
between millennial readers and primary print titles could be possible.
"T hat depends on the execution—it’s too soon to tell," Cassandra's Ms. Saunder said.
"Perhaps a better question is, what value add are the new hubs providing that the primary
titles were lacking?
"We know from our research that young people are hungry for culinary and home-related
content, but Condé Nast will have to do more than optimize its content for a mobile
audience for it to resonate," she said.

"What unique voice or viewpoint are the new hubs providing? T hey’ll need to hone that if
they want to cut through the clutter."
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